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Cost Management A Strategic Emphasis McGraw-Hill Medical Publishing Covers the strategic management topics in cost accounting. This title helps students to understand about the
management and the role of cost accounting in helping an organization succeed. It addresses issues such as: How does a ﬁrm compete? and What type of cost management
information is needed for a ﬁrm to succeed? Cost Management Cengage Learning Gain an understanding of the principles behind cost accounting and its importance in organizational
decision making and business today with the unique, reader-friendly approach in Hansen/Mowen/Heitger’s COST MANAGEMENT, 5E. This edition addresses functional-based cost and
control and, then, activity-based cost systems - giving you the skills to navigate any cost management system. Updates address emerging developments, including the role of data
analytics in cost management today. An entire new chapter also examines global issues, such as virtual currency and blockchain. This edition's approach is tailored to the way you
learn. Structured examples from familiar companies emphasize the real-world applications and relevance of what you are learning. Clear explanations review the concepts behind
each equation or topic, detailing the hows, whys and what-ifs. Integrated CNOWv2 resources provide additional computerized exercises and problems for practice and review.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version. Cost Management A Strategic Emphasis
Essentials of MATLAB Programming Cengage Learning Now readers can master the MATLAB language as they learn how to eﬀectively solve typical problems with the concise,
successful ESSENTIALS OF MATLAB PROGRAMMING, 3E. Author Stephen Chapman emphasizes problem-solving skills throughout the book as he teaches MATLAB as a technical
programming language. Readers learn how to write clean, eﬃcient, and well-documented programs, while the book simultaneously presents the many practical functions of
MATLAB. The ﬁrst seven chapters introduce programming and problem solving. The last two chapters address more advanced topics of additional data types and plot types, cell
arrays, structures, and new MATLAB handle graphics to ensure readers have the skills they need. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version. Fundamentals of Cost Accounting Irwin/McGraw-Hill The authors have kept the text concise by focusing on the key concepts
students need to master. Opening vignettes & 'in action' boxes show realistic applications of these concepts throughout. Comprehensive end-of-chapter problems provide students
with all the practice they need to fully learn each concept. Statistics and Probability for Engineering Applications Elsevier Statistics and Probability for Engineering Applications
provides a complete discussion of all the major topics typically covered in a college engineering statistics course. This textbook minimizes the derivations and mathematical theory,
focusing instead on the information and techniques most needed and used in engineering applications. It is ﬁlled with practical techniques directly applicable on the job. Written by
an experienced industry engineer and statistics professor, this book makes learning statistical methods easier for today's student. This book can be read sequentially like a normal
textbook, but it is designed to be used as a handbook, pointing the reader to the topics and sections pertinent to a particular type of statistical problem. Each new concept is clearly
and brieﬂy described, whenever possible by relating it to previous topics. Then the student is given carefully chosen examples to deepen understanding of the basic ideas and how
they are applied in engineering. The examples and case studies are taken from real-world engineering problems and use real data. A number of practice problems are provided for
each section, with answers in the back for selected problems. This book will appeal to engineers in the entire engineering spectrum (electronics/electrical, mechanical, chemical, and
civil engineering); engineering students and students taking computer science/computer engineering graduate courses; scientists needing to use applied statistical methods; and
engineering technicians and technologists. * Filled with practical techniques directly applicable on the job * Contains hundreds of solved problems and case studies, using real data
sets * Avoids unnecessary theory Fundamentals of Nuclear Pharmacy Springer Science & Business Media A new edition of a book is warranted when the book is successful and there are
many new developments in the related discipline. Both have occurred for this book during the past 7 years since its second edition. The growth and development in nuclear
pharmacy and radiopharmaceutical chemistry along with the continued success of the book have convinced us to update the book; hence this third edition. This book is a
ramiﬁcation of my nuclear pharmacy courses oﬀered to pharmacy students specializing in nuclear pharmacy, nuclear medicine resi dents, and nuclear medicine technology students.
The book is written in an integrated form from the basic concept of atomic structure to the practical clinical uses of radiopharmaceuticals. It serves both as a textbook on nu clear
pharmacy for pharmacy students and nuclear medicine technologists, and as a useful reference book for many professionals related to nuclear medicine, such as nuclear medicine
physicians and radiologists. The book contains 12 chapters. Each chapter is written as comprehen sively as possible based on my personal experience and understanding. At the end
of each chapter, a section of pertinent questions and problems and so me suggested reading materials are included. I have made justiﬁably many additions and deletions as weIl as
some reorganization in this edition. Chapter 3 is entirely dedicated to instru ments for radiation detection and measurement, including brief description of gas detectors, gammadetecting instruments, and tomographic scanners. Strategic Cost Management The New Tool for Competitive Advantage Simon and Schuster In this book, Shank and Govindarajan
demonstrate how strategic cost management - an analytical framework which relates meaningful accounting information to a ﬁrm's business strategy - is changing accounting
practices in leading companies. Using case studies, including Ciba-Geigy, Ford, Motorola and Texas Instruments, they show how the tools of strategic cost management - value chain
analysis, strategic positioning analysis and cost driver analysis - provide a sustainable competitive advantage over companies whose cost systems are in disarray. Managerial
Accounting Tools for Business Decision-Making, 5th Canadian Edition Epub Reg Card Budgeting Basics and Beyond John Wiley & Sons Advanced Financial Accounting: Instructor's
resource manual Target Costing and Value Engineering Routledge What would happen if everyone in your company followed a disciplined approach to cost reduction? Go ahead -imagine it. What would it look like? How can it be done? The answer -- smart cost management. Eﬀective cost management must start at the design stage. As much as 90-95% of a
product's costs are added in the design process. That is why eﬀective cost management programs focus on design and manufacturing. The primary cost management method to
control cost during design is a combination of target costing and value engineering. Target Costing Objectives: Identify the cost at which your product must be manufactured at if it
is to earn its proﬁt margin at its expected target selling price. Break the target cost down to its component level and have your suppliers ﬁnd ways to deliver the components they
sell you at the set target prices while still making adequate returns. Value Engineering: The connection to function: An organized eﬀort and team based approach to analyze the
functions of goods and services that the design stage, and ﬁnd ways to achieve those functions in a manner that allows the ﬁrm to meet its target costs. The result: Added value for
your company (development costs on-line with added value for your company; development costs on-line with selling prices) and added value for your customer (higher quality
products that meet, possibly even exceed, customer expectations.) Public ﬁnancial management in Latin America The key to eﬃciency and transparency Inter-American Development
Bank The eﬃciency, eﬀectiveness, and transparency of public ﬁnancial management in Latin America is critical for the supervision of public resources, ﬁscal stability, and
sustainable economic development. In recent years, the countries of Latin America have embraced reforms in public ﬁnancial management and have made many important
advances; however, many challenges remain. This book brings together the knowledge and experiences of IMF and IDB staﬀ and representatives from 16 governments in the region
to document these reforms, and examines the experiences and lessons learned. It is a valuable resource for those looking at issues in public ﬁnancial management. Scorecard Best
Practices Design, Implementation, and Evaluation John Wiley & Sons Scorecard Best Practices: Design, Implementation, and Evaluation expertly shows you how to bridge the gap
between Scorecard theory and application through hands-on experiences and useful case studies. It is the one-stop resource you will turn to for the latest tools and know-how to
implement corrective changes. Whether you are a CEO, CFO, CIO, vice president, or department manager, Scorecard Best Practices is the book you will keep at your ﬁngertips to get
your company running at maximum performance. Automation, Production Systems, and Computer-integrated Manufacturing Prentice Hall For advanced undergraduate/ graduate-level
courses in Automation, Production Systems, and Computer-Integrated Manufacturing. This exploration of the technical and engineering aspects of automated production systems
provides the most advanced, comprehensive, and balanced coverage of the subject of any text on the market. It covers all the major cutting-edge technologies of production
automation and material handling, and how these technologies are used to construct modern manufacturing systems. Fundamentals of Structural Analysis Fundamentals of
Structural Analysis third edition introduces engineering and architectural students to the basic techniques for analyzing the most common structural elements, including beams,
trusses, frames, cables, and arches. Leet et al cover the classical methods of analysis for determinate and indeterminate structures, and provide an introduction to the matrix
formulation on which computer analysis is based. Third edition users will ﬁnd that the text's layout has improved to better illustrate example problems, superior coverage of loads is
give in Chapter 2 and over 25% of the homework problems have been revised or are new to this edition. Cornerstones of Cost Management Cengage Learning Hansen/Mowen’s
CORNERSTONES OF COST MANAGEMENT, 4E demonstrates the dynamic nature of cost accounting in today’s changing business environment. The book covers functional-based cost
and control, and then activity-based cost systems, giving students the skills to manage any cost management system. Developed using extensive research on student learning
behavior, this book presents concepts in a unique format that speaks to how students learn. Cornerstones examples in each chapter emphasize the How, Why, and What-Ifs of basic
cost management concepts, while delving into the conceptual nature of each equation or topic. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version. SEWMEX Short-term Proﬁt Planning in an International Setting This case focuses on short-term proﬁt planning for SEWMEX-a newly formed Mexican subsidiary of a U.S. company. The case is based on a real company in the sewing industry and as such forces students to think critically about the
application of CVP concepts to a real-life situation. Sensitivity analysis is required to determine the impact of changes in production eﬃciencies on CVP relationships and
proﬁtability for the SEWMEX plant. Some applications of Excel are required to complete the case. Students are required to construct a written summary report regarding major
issues raised in the case. Optional requirements focus on various issues regarding foreign exchange rates. Because of the richness of the case, it is targeted for use at the graduate
level (e.g., MBA managerial accounting) or at an upper-level undergraduate course for accounting majors (e.g., cost accounting). Management and Cost Accounting Ft Press The third
edition of Management and Cost Accounting continues to oﬀer a wide ranging suite of resources to serve the needs of students, instructors and professionals. With a strong
European focus, this text provides a deﬁnitive coverage of established and contemporary issues within Management and Cost Accounting. Drawing on the latest research and
surveys, the authors bring technical and theoretical concepts to life through extensive use of real world examples and case studies. Features Richly illustrated with a striking new
full colour text design and photographs to further engage the reader, reinforce the practical relevance of issues discussed. Extended and fully updated coverage of Strategic
Management Accounting In depth European and Harvard Case Studies. A mix of new, and classic cases which pull together themes and oﬀer a broader perspective of how
management accounting can be applied in a range of diﬀerent contexts. Cases include questions, and guided solutions are provided on the CWS accompanying the book. Extensive
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assessment material, including questions taken from past papers to allow students to consolidate learning and practice their exam technique. Questions are Case Studies in
Performance Management A Guide from the Experts John Wiley & Sons Praise for Case Studies in Performance Management "With this book, Tony Adkins has made an important
contribution tothe body of knowledge of managerial accounting." --From the Foreword by Gary Cokins, lead strategist, BusinessPerformance Management Solutions group with SAS
Institute andinternationally recognized expert in advanced cost management andperformance improvement systems "If you want to achieve direction, traction, and speed in
business,Case Studies in Performance Management: A Guide from the Experts isa must-read . . . jam-packed with golden nuggets you can put towork immediately." --Jason Jennings,
bestselling author of Think Big, Act Small, LessIs More and It's Not the Big That Eat the Small . . . It's the FastThat Eat the Slow "Tony has the insight found only from actual
implementations ofABC/PM.Using this as lens, he has brought the collective experienceof experts into focus." --Mohan Nair, author of Essentials of Balanced Scorecard andActivityBased Information Systems "Tony Adkins has lived the life of a true ABC/PM road warrior. Hiscollection of case studies reaches beyond the theory to capture theharsh reality of what
it takes to successfully implementperformance management. A must-read for anyone wise enough to learnfrom those who have gone before." --Chris M. Pieper, CEO, FormRouter,
Inc. (former founder and CEO ofABC Technologies) "Everyone who reads this book will gain a solid appreciation of thesubstance and value of performance management in varied
industrysettings and applications." --Dr. Peter B. B. Turney, President and Chief Executive Oﬃcer ofCost Technology, Inc. and author of Common Cents If you're looking for a way to
dramatically improve your company'sperformance and get back its competitive edge, Case Studies inPerformance Management: A Guide from the Experts will show you howother
businesses, driven to remain competitive by changes in theirindustries, learned to work smarter using ABC/PM in today's toughbusiness environment. Noteworthy commentary from
experts in the ﬁeld including AshokVadgama and Alan Stratton helps you understand ABC/PM and how toexecute its sound strategies in your own business. Activity-based Cost
Management in Government Bamp;t Database Management/Cip Engineering Circuit Analysis Probability & Statistics with R for Engineers and Scientists Pearson This title is part of the
Pearson Modern Classics series. Pearson Modern Classics are acclaimed titles at a value price. Please visit www.pearsonhighered.com/math-classics-series for a complete list of
titles. This text grew out of the author's notes for a course that he has taught for many years to a diverse group of undergraduates. The early introduction to the major concepts
engages students immediately, which helps them see the big picture, and sets an appropriate tone for the course. In subsequent chapters, these topics are revisited, developed,
and formalized, but the early introduction helps students build a true understanding of the concepts. The text utilizes the statistical software R, which is both widely used and freely
available (thanks to the Free Software Foundation). However, in contrast with other books for the intended audience, this book by Akritas emphasizes not only the interpretation of
software output, but also the generation of this output. Applications are diverse and relevant, and come from a variety of ﬁelds. Cost Management (Custom Edition) This custom
edition is published for the University of New England. Artiﬁcial Intelligence in Accounting and Auditing The Use of Expert Systems Markus Wiener Pub The articles in this volume oﬀer
an introductory overview of artiﬁcial intelligence in accounting and auditing. They seek to provide a logically arranged and usable handbook of artiﬁcial intelligence, decision
support, and expert systems in accounting and auditing. Psychology Australian and New Zealand Edition Cengage AU Make introductory psychology modern and accessible! Strike a
balance between classic and contemporary topics and theory. The third AU/NZ edition of Bernstein, Psychology, engages students with local ideas and examples, within the context
of psychology as an international discipline. Rich cultural and indigenous coverage is integrated throughout the text, as well as speciﬁc chapters, 'Indigenous psychology', and
'Culture and psychology'. There is also the continued, and unique focus throughout the text on graduate competencies for accreditation, careers in psychology and the professional
discipline of psychology. Linkages features in the text knit together student understanding of psychology’s sub-disciplines, and the research sections show the how and why of
research. Premium online teaching and learning tools are available on the MindTap platform. Learn more about the online tools cengage.com.au/mindtap Introduction to Cost
Accounting Discover the ever-changing nature of cost management as the relevant and student-friendly INTRODUCTION TO COST ACCOUNTING, International Edition by
Mowen/Hansen takes you through relevant topics such as lean accounting and the technological aspects of cost accounting. The unique Cornerstones learning approach will guide
you through the equations step-by-step, helping you complete your homework and deepening your understanding of core cost management concepts! Project Management: The
Managerial Process McGraw-Hill Education Project Management, 8e provides a holistic and realistic approach to Project Management that combines the human aspect and culture of an
organization with the tools and methods used It covers concepts and skills used to propose, plan secure resources, budget and lead project teams to successful completion of
projects. this text is not only on how the management process works, but also, and more importantly, on why it works. It’s not intended to specialize by industry type or project
scope, rather it is written for the individual who will be required to manage a variety of projects in a variety of organizational settings. 8e was written for a broad range of audiences
including, project managers, students, analysts and Project Management Institute Members preparing for certiﬁcation exams. The digital component, Connect, now has enhanced
algorithmic problems, Application Based Activities, SmartBook 2.0 and Practice Operations, a game-based 3D operations management simulation. Horngren's Accounting, the
Financial Chapters, Student Value Edition Pearson NOTE: This edition features the same content as the traditional text in a convenient, three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version.
Student Value Editions also oﬀer a great value; this format costs signiﬁcantly less than a new textbook. Before purchasing, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus
to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of MyLab(tm) and Mastering(tm) platforms exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a Course ID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use MyLab and Mastering platforms. For courses in
Financial and Managerial Accounting. Expanding on proven success with Horngren's accounting Horngren's Accounting, The Financial Chapters present the core content of principles
of accounting in a fresh format designed to help today's learners succeed. As teachers ﬁrst, the author team knows the importance of delivering a reader experience free of
obstacles. Their pedagogy and content uses leading methods in teaching critical foundational topics and concentrates on improving reader results--all tested in class by the authors
themselves. With this in mind, the 12th Edition continues to focus on readability and comprehension and takes this a step further in the managerial chapters by employing a new
theme to help readers see how managerial accounting is used as a tool to help all business people make decisions. By providing more meaningful learning tools, this title helps
readers clear hurdles, like never before. Also available with MyLab Accounting MyLab(tm) Accounting is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work
with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand diﬃcult concepts. If you would like to purchase both the loose-leaf version of the text and MyLab
Accounting, search for: 0134642945 / 9780134642949 Horngren's Accounting, The Financial Chapters, Student Value Edition Plus MyLab Accounting with Pearson eText -- Access
Card Package Package consists of: 0134490398 / 9780134490397 MyLab Accounting with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Horngren's Accounting, The Financial Chapters
0134490509 / 9780134490502 Horngren's Accounting, The Financial Chapters, Student Value Edition OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax
Administrations 2017 OECD Publishing This consolidated version of the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines includes the revised guidance on safe harbours adopted in 2013, as well as
the recent amendments made by the Reports on Actions 8-10 and 13 of the BEPS Actions Plan and conforming changes to Chapter IX. Advanced Corporate Finance Policies and
Strategies Pearson College Division The ﬁrst book devoted exclusively to modern advanced corporate ﬁnance, this volume provides a comprehensive exploration of theoretical and
empirical literature on corporate ﬁnancial policies and strategies—particularly those of U.S. nonﬁnancial ﬁrms—deﬁned in rational, economic terms. Throughout, Cases in Point show
theory in relation to ﬁnancial decisions made by speciﬁc ﬁrms; and Real-World Focus highlights numerous articles from the ﬁnancial press, providing insights from practitioners'
points of view. Empirical Perspectives On The Financial Characteristics Of Publicly Traded U.S. Nonﬁnancial Firms. Valuation And Financing Decisions In An Ideal Capital Market.
Separation Of Ownership And Control, Principal-Agent Conﬂicts, And Financial Policies. Information Asymmetry And The Markets For Corporate Securities. The Roles Of Government,
Securities Markets, Financial Institutions, Ownership Structure, Board Oversight, And Contract Devices. The Leverage Decision. Analyses Of The Firm And The Valuation Of Equity
And Debt. Industry Analysis And Financial Policies And Strategies. The Firm's Environment, Governance, Strategy, Operations, And Financial Structure. Market Eﬃciency, Event
Studies, Cost Of Equity Capital, And Equity Valuation. Corporate Bonds: Terms, Issuance, And Valuation. Private Equity And Venture Capital. Initial Public Oﬀerings Of Stock.
Managing Internal Equity And Seasoned Equity Oﬀerings. Dividend Policy And Stock Repurchases. Corporate Liabilities: Strategic Selections Of Lenders And Contract Terms.
Mergers, Acquisitions, Takeovers, And Buyouts. Financial Distress And Restructuring. Debt Restructuring, Being Acquired, Bankruptcy, Reorganization, And Liquidation.
Organizational Architecture, Risk Management, And Security Design. For CEOs and CFOs of corporations, senior lending oﬃcers at commercial banks, and senior oﬃcers and
analysts at investment banks. Cost and Managerial Accounting McGraw-Hill Companies Activity-Based Cost Management An Executive's Guide John Wiley & Sons Proven strategy for
reducing production and operating costs while increasing proﬁts As the growth of the Internet shifts power to consumers, the pressure on companies to keep prices low will
continue to mount. Increasingly corporations are relying on "margin management" and supply chain management as a means of keeping prices low while raising proﬁts. Activitybased costing and management (ABC/M) data is key to succeeding in both these critical management strategies. This book explains how executives can eﬀectively use the
information furnished by cutting-edge ABC/M systems. The author, an acknowledged expert in the ﬁeld, clearly deﬁnes the ABC/M system and explains how to use the information it
provides for best results. He provides a rational framework for understanding the ﬁfteen key deﬁning characteristics of ABC/M and arms readers with an ABC/M Readiness
Assessment test along with extremely user-friendly exhibits. Cornerstones of Managerial Accounting South Western Educational Publishing Discover the managerial accounting text
written to complement the way you study and learn! CORNERSTONES OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, 3E, INTERNATIONAL EDITION uses a unique framework to show you the key
concepts, or Cornerstones, of accounting. As you come to understand these fundamental calculations, you will develop critical problem-solving skills to make real business
decisions. Financial Accounting for Undergraduates Horngren's Financial & Managerial Accounting, The Managerial Chapters Pearson NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyAccountingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyAccountingLab search for ISBN-10: 0134047478 /ISBN-13:
9780134047478 . That package includes ISBN-10: 013385129X /ISBN-13: 9780133851298 and ISBN-10: 0133877248 /ISBN-13: 9780133877243. For courses in Financial and
Managerial Accounting. Expanding on Proven Success with Horngren's Financial and Managerial Accounting Horngren’s Financial and Managerial Accounting presents the core
content of the accounting course in a fresh format designed to help today’s learners succeed. The Eleventh Edition expands on the proven success of the signiﬁcant revision to the
Horngren franchise and uses what the authors have learned from focus groups, market feedback, and colleagues to create livelier classrooms, provide meaningful learning tools,
and give professors resources to help students inside and outside the class. First, the authors ensured that content was clear, consistent, and above all, accurate. Every chapter is
reviewed to ensure that students understand what they are reading and that there is consistency from chapter to chapter. The author team worked every single accounting problem
and employed a team of accounting professors from across the nation to review for accuracy. This edition continues the focus on student success and provides resources for
professors to create an active and engaging classroom. Through MyAccountingLab, students have the opportunity to watch author recorded solution videos, practice the accounting
cycle using an interactive tutorial, and watch in-depth author-driven animated lectures that cover every learning objective. In addition, all instructor resources have been updated to
accompany this edition of the book, including the PowerPoint presentations and Test Bank. Also available with MyAccountingLab ® MyAccountingLab is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test
their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand diﬃcult concepts. The British National Bibliography
Intermediate Accounting Working Papers John Wiley & Sons Incorporated Intermediate Accounting by Kieso, Weygandt, and Warﬁeld is, quite simply, the standard by which all other
intermediate texts are measured. Throughout the thirty years, and ten best-selling editions, the text has built a reputation for accuracy, comprehensiveness, and student success.
This Updated Edition features and incorporates the 2005 FASB key accounting standards that have been updated since the original publication of "Intermediate Accounting, 11th
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Edition." The Updated Eleventh Edition maintains the qualities for which the text is globally recognized, and continues to be your students' gateway to the profession! Included in
the package is the "Problem-Solving Survival Guide." Cases in Cost Management A Strategic Emphasis South-Western Pub Designed to augment managerial and cost accounting study,
Cases in Cost Management develops the ability to apply cost analysis to decision-making situations. Thoroughly tested and proven highly eﬀective, the cases provide challenging
and fun problems that help build skills with managerial and cost accounting techniques. Based on real-life scenarios, the cases give the opportunity to analyze the situation, decide
which accounting concept is most appropriate, and apply the concept as the manager of a ﬁrm. Statistics for Managers Using Microsoft Excel, eBook, Global Edition Pearson Higher Ed
For undergraduate business statistics courses. Analysing the Data Applicable to Business This text is the gold standard for learning how to use Microsoft Excel® in business
statistics, helping students gain the understanding they need to be successful in their careers. The authors present statistics in the context of speciﬁc business ﬁelds; full chapters
on business analytics further prepare students for success in their professions. Current data throughout the text lets students practice analysing the types of data they will see in
their professions. The friendly writing style include tips throughout to encourage learning. The book also integrates PHStat, an add-in that bolsters the statistical functions of Excel.
The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends
eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either oﬄine through the Bookshelf (available as a free download), available online and also via the iPad and Android apps.
Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The eBooks products do not have an expiry date. You will continue to
access your digital ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
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